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A: The following should get you back to where you started, but you have made a lot of bad decisions along the way. How to fix a GitHub repo you
should never touch I'm assuming your repo is on GitHub and that you have changed the.gitignore file which should contain the following: .gitignore
node_modules ideas # Delete everything below this line The first step is to make sure you have.idea deleted and make sure you remove the offending
sections from.gitignore as mentioned above. Getting the repo to work All of this is predicated on you actually having the code. If it's in another repo,
clone it first and do your work there. If it's on GitHub, GitHub user guide suggests to do the following: Make sure your code is public and visible to
all. This is the default option. Edit.gitignore file. See "How to ignore specific files or folders from being committed? git add.idea git add.gitignore git
commit -m "initial commit" Clone your repo. Create a new branch off master called, for example, fix-1-0 Branch is now a work-in-progress that you
can fix and commit to When you are happy with your fixes, create a new commit git add.idea git add.gitignore git commit -m "Fixed your repo"
Push to GitHub be distributed as the original broadcast width (720p, 1080p, 4k, etc) but any other re-distribution is illegal because it is not only
protected by copyright, but also by the licenses of the original creators (as well as many other restrictions). If you repurpose content of a broadcaster
(BBC, ESPN, Discovery, etc.), you can use this awesome tool to do a comparative study on the content and figure out the copyright and licensing.
Audio Podcasting and Podcasting Software If you don’t want to listen to podcasts on Apple’s Podcasts app, you can opt for the built-in podcasting
functionality in iPhones, iPads and Android phones. Podcasting apps enable you to upload
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